
Dear Emmett, 

39 Causewayside 
Cambridge 

6 October 1956 

I think you will have heard f'rom George Huxley 
that he and Sinclair Hood have discovered some boxes 
in a store-room at Knossos containing, inter alia, a 
f'air number of tablet fragments. I have just heard from 
Hood that he has now found a further 8, drawings of which 
are enclosed - he sent me an extra copy for you. What is 
so tiresome is that he has no means of' telling from what 
part of' the excavations they came or when; they are supposed 
to be part of' ~ collection of' pottery fragments from digs 
since 1935. I cannot however help thinking that they 
really come from Evans' digs of 1900-4, and were bits 
discarded by him es too small to be of use, rather like 
the 7000 serie~s. I have suggested that as soon as possible 
numbers be assigned to them, starting at 8100. Hope you 
agree this would be e reasonable figure. 

Hood is anxious to kno if I can tell him whit group 
the tablets are likely to belong to, and thus the prob
able source. He has reason to think t hey may be from the 
area of the Armoury, since the sides of the road near there 
were trinnned since the war; in any case if he can determine 
their origin he hopes to look for more when he starts 
digging next year. I can see no clues in the scraps of 
text. ~he right hand end with j200 looks very much like 
a Da- tablet, and the next piece might be part of its 
beginning; )ru-we-jo could be the end of a name. Fem. 
pa-sa is odd if' there is no word following, and the prec
eding word really ends in -u. The little bit with -e-we 
suggested to me a Dm- - ----

) ai-mi-(re-we 
e-ka-ra )-e:..we • 

but the traces at the right hand side don't look at all 
like RAM. (For the spacing, cf'. Dmll78). 

But it occurred to me that the hand of' several of these 
bits was very distinctive; especially the 4th, with a 
bottom bar to !:1!.' an extra cross stroke to ~' and the 
extremely elaborate j_Q_. (I take it,iz is .J.2_, not §.2. or~). 
The nearest parallel I could spot on a quick glance was 
E 1569.2. But you may very likely recognise at once the 
scribe. The !!.Q. on the second also looks distinctive. 



Have you any plans for an attack on the problem of 
more joins at Knossos? I am very conscious that the number 
of competent Mycenaean epigraphists has been halved; but 
somehow it will have to be tackled, and if at all possible 
by you. Pari8 has given you enough to keep you busiffor 
10 years or so, but I wish we could do something to make 
the material conditions suitable for you. 

Since my review of PT II I have found another error 
you may like to note. p.219 s.v. i-e-re-u the entry 
(En609.16.18) should have a separate lemme i-e-re-ja. 

Some questions arising out of cunrent work. Have you 
any comment on my suggested collocation (not join) of 
Em:i~~~ Ebl49+Eb940. If you can rule out them being parts 
of the same tablet I should like to know soon. I propose 
restoring Vn48.3 as 

pa-(ki)-ja-(na? i)-e-re-wi-jo po-ti-ni-ja 1 
This is all part of my contention that Potnie is the 
te-o of Pakijana. By the way I can't accept your sugges
tion in AJA that there is a single priest; there ere two, 
and there is really nothing to show that a-pi-me-de is one 
too. I'm quite sure the priestess is top dog. My paper 
is probably going to MINOS for V:2, i.e. next autumn. 
\" i th this date in mind how much may I say about the 
unpublished 19f5 tablets? (There are already some 
references squeezed into Documents at the last momemt; 
I hope you won't mind - it was Michael's doing.) Someone 
told me that Blegen had 'n it much in the way of tablets' 
this year. 

Palmer, Turner and I are having a conference next 
week on continuing the wndon index, as desired by Paris. 
If you have any comments and suggestions, I should like 
to know you r views. This seems to be thecmief thing which 
Michael had undertaken and not car~ied out. There may 
be other notes among his papers that need attention. I 
am going up to see Betty Ventris next week, I haven't liked 
to bother her with such things before; but I think she 
has got over the shock now, though of course very upset. 
The children have gone back to school. 

If you can help with Hood's problem, let me know 
and I will tell him, or you can write direct to the 
British School at Athens. 

Yours ever, 

-_J~ 
r.s. ~LC/~ rfoa- r~ e.J'=,,.,._~ ef ~ ~efh~ 

~~f-d al- vr ~el al- /<:u.nsus! I ck-·1- t...,,.::L_ ~~ ~ ~ rv-~uf ~ 
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